Introduction
It is clear from the literature on language variation and change that analogy 1 is difficult to capture in fixed rules, laws or principles, even though attempts have been made by, among others, Kuryłowicz (1949) and Mańczak (1958) . For this reason, analogy has not been prominent as an explanatory factor in generative diachronic studies. More recently, with the rise of usage-based (e.g. Tomasello 2003 , Bybee 2010 , construction-grammar [CxG] (e.g. Croft 2001 , Goldberg 1995 , 2006 , and probabilistic linguistic approaches (e.g. Bod et al. 2003 , Bod 2009 ), the interest in the role of analogy in linguistic change --already quite strongly present in linguistic studies in the nineteenth century (e.g. Paul 1886) --has been revived. Other studies in the areas of language acquisition (e.g. Slobin, ed. 1985 , Abbot-Smith & Behrens 2006 , Behrens 2009 , cognitive science (e.g. work by Holyoak and Thagard 1995 , Gentner et al. 2001 , Gentner 2003 , Hofstadter 1995 , semiotics (studies on iconicity, e.g. Nöth 2001) , and language evolution (e.g. Deacon 1997 Deacon , 2003 have also pointed to analogical reasoning as a deep-seated cognitive principle at the heart of grammatical organization. In addition, the availability of increasingly larger diachronic corpora has enabled us to learn more about patterns' distributions and frequencies, both of which are essential in understanding analogical transfer.
Despite renewed interest, however, the elusiveness of analogy remains. For this reason, presumably, Traugott (2011) distinguishes between analogy and analogization, intended to separate analogy as (an important) 'motivation' from analogy as (a haphazard) 'mechanism'. The ly, a more general iconic principle may also have played a role, that of the 'principle of quantity'.
It is noteworthy that cut, struck, dug and stuck all convey a highly telic, brief movement, which is more appropriately conveyed by a phonologically shorter form (cf. also the 'ideophonic' argument put forward in Hogg [1988] , where he considers the past tense snuck in relation to dug and struck). This development shows that one need not always have a very frequent pattern for analogical extension; a local pattern, if strengthened semantically, may do the job too.
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Another example of interaction between multiple local analogies -this time affecting syntactic structure -can be observed in Dutch and involves the extension of a reflexive pronoun in verbs denoting psychological activities. The category contains verbs such as zich [REFL] herinneren 'to remember', zich [REFL] realiseren 'to realise', zich [REFL] ergeren 'to be annoyed', and has been joined quite recently by verbs such as beseffen 'to realise', irriteren 'to be irritated', which are now also used reflexively by younger speakers. The analogy here concerns not only the semantic similarity but also the fact that some of these verbs share a causative structure.
Thus, there is both causative dit herinnert me[OBJ] eraan dat… / dit ergert me[OBJ] 'this reminds me that…/ this annoys me', and reflexive ik herinner me[REFL] dat…/ ik erger me[REFL] eraan
dat… 'I remember that … / I am annoyed that', resulting in the causative verb irriteren (dit irriteert me [OBJ] 'this irritates me) to also develop a reflexive construction: ik irriteer me [REFL] 'I am irritated'. Thus a network of analogies, involving both causative and reflexive verbs expressing mental activities, may lead to local change.
What these examples show is that if analogy is to be properly understood, its operation must be seen against the background of complex constructional networks capturing the myriad relations between constructions. In this respect, Abbot-Smith & Behrens (2006) propose the notion of "supporting constructions" in language acquisition, to explain how it is that, for instance, German children learn certain constructions earlier than others. In Abbot- Behrens (2006: 1019) , it was found that a 'supported construction' was acquired earlier and faster than a non-supported one if the source and target constructions "share [d] lexical or morphological subparts". They show that the sein-passive (i.e. the perfect passive formed with HAVE-been+past participle in English) is acquired earlier than the werden-passive (the non-perfect passive formed with BE+past participle) due to the fact that a lexical-morphological and highly frequent subpart of the construction is already familiar to German children in the form of the perfect construction with sein+past participle. Interestingly, they also show that the acquisition of a target construction can be hindered if two constructions "share an identical semantic-pragmatic function".
We believe that the notion of 'supporting construction' may also help to explain how constructions spread analogically in diachrony. As we will show, the 'construction conspiracy hypothesis' − the term Abbot-Smith and Behrens use − can be extended to language change. It has been observed, for instance, that an analogical extension is the more likely, the more its outcome resembles one or more already existent patterns (Bybee & Slobin 1981; Fischer 2011 Fischer , 2015 De Smet 2012 From this it follows that the course of change is highly contingent. Because every (potential) new expression has a unique set of supporting constructions, as determined by its specific form, syntax and function, the chances for an item to extend its range of use vary from item to item, and from grammatical context to grammatical context. Indeed, where the grammaticalization literature has initially revealed recurrent pathways of change (e.g. Heine & Kuteva 2002) , more recently attention has moved to the ways in which each specific grammaticalization is also uniquely conditioned by the form and function of the source item and by similarity relations to other constructions (e.g. Fischer 2007; Breban 2010; Ghesquière 2014) . The 'construction conspiracy hypothesis', applied to diachrony, is well-suited to explaining the contingency of change.
To be sure, direct application of a concept from the field of language acquisition to that of language change is not completely unproblematic. There are clearly a number of differences between the data in the two fields. First, frequency in the acquisition case relates to both input 3 By 'innovative form' we here mean both ontogenetically innovative (in acquisition) and phylogenetically innovative (in change).
frequency of the adult and output frequency of the child. In a diachronic study we only have output frequencies (cf. the types of frequencies noted by Hilpert, this volume), but it is likely, since we are here dealing with much less limited adult language utterances and fully developed adult grammars, and a range of generations, that a distinction between input and output frequencies is less relevant.
Second, a problem in the Abbott-Smith/Behrens study was that they could only rely on the acquisition data of one child, providing homogeneous and dense data but limited to only one speaker (although the findings were supported by less dense data from three other children), while the historical data are problematic, as we mentioned above, in that they are quite (or possibly too) diverse, coming from many different sources involving many types of variation (genre, dialect, age, sex, education, social class etc.).
Third, the construction(s) that offer 'support' to a particular innovation in diachronic studies may be more numerous and may provide support of both a substantive (lexicalmorphological) as well as of a more abstract/structural and/or semantic-pragmatic type. After all, in change we are dealing with adults, rather than children. 4 Adults have already acquired the full scale of constructions possible, and pay attention not only to low-level phenomena but also to high-level ones (cf. Chalmers et al. 1992) , involving 'structure mapping' (cf. Gentner et al. 2011) . Children, on the other hand, concentrate on substantive elements in the early years of acquisition (cf. Goldwater et al. 2011). 5 Fourth, it seems also quite likely that we will not find the kind of 'speed' noticed in Abbott-Smith/Behrens because we are dealing with a very diverse number of 'speakers', constituting a mix of generations per period, and a very diverse number of genres etc. Therefore, the 'construction conspiracy' hypothesis applied to language change must primarily focus on frequency and chronological order of appearance of new patterns. Conceivably, though, there is also a difference in speed between the way more substantive analogies spread in language change compared to more abstract/structural ones. Minimizations in unique form-property pairings are accomplished by expanding the compatibility of certain forms with a wider range of properties [meanings] . Ambiguity, vagueness, and zero specification are efficient, inasmuch as they reduce the total number of forms that are needed in a language.
Hawkins notes that this minimization is connected with the frequency of the form and/or the processing ease of assigning a particular property to a reduced form. The ambiguity that arises is no problem since "[t]he multiple properties that are assignable to a given form can generally be reduced to a specific P[roperty] in actual language use by exploiting 'context' in various ways"
(ibid: 41). Thus, it seems likely that in language change, in contrast to language acquisition, pragmatic-semantic similarity may in fact 'support' the 'acquisition' 6 of a new construction out of earlier, analogically similar, source constructions.
To find out how the 'construction conspiracy hypothesis' may apply to language change, and how it may differ from the way it functions in language acquisition, we will briefly discuss two diachronic cases in the history of English, partly based on existing literature (investigated in Fischer 1994 , 2015 and De Smet 2012 . The changes include the development of semi-modal HAVE-to (section 2) and the development of the new degree modifier as good as, compared to that of other degree modifiers (section 3). We will also note, where appropriate, what happened to similar source constructions in other languages to find out possible differences in analogical outcome.
The grammaticalization of HAVE-to
The development of HAVE in combination with a to-infinitive has long been considered a typical case of grammaticalization following the characteristics as traditionally defined in the framework, i.e. bleaching, chunking, phonetic reduction, and generally comprising a gradual change steered semantically and by pragmatic inferencing, which is followed by a syntactic reanalysis into, in this case, a semi-auxiliary (Fleischman 1982 , Brinton 1991 , Heine 1993 , Krug 2000 , Łęcki 2010 ).
Fischer (1994) countered the essentially semantic-pragmatic view of the development, arguing instead that a change in basic word order from SOV to SVO taking place in the course of the Middle English period played a primary role. Fischer (2015) returns to the case in order to find out to what extent analogy of both a structural and a substantive type may have been involved, and how this may have 'supported' the development of HAVE-to into a semi-auxiliary expressing necessity. The only way to ascertain the strength of this 'support' and hence its influence, is by looking at the dates and frequencies of occurrence of the support construction(s), and establishing similarities in both form and meaning with the target structure. On the basis of the Corpus of Middle English Verse and Prose, 7 it can be shown that a (partly) substantive formal pattern (the adjacency of HAVE and the to-infinitive) became increasingly frequent across texts, serving as a possible analogical model for a later semi-auxiliary HAVE-to, and that other analogies of both a substantive, structural and semantic-pragmatic type may have helped to establish the later necessity meaning of the phrase.
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One of the problems with the traditional account is that there is no evidence for a gradual semantic change in the verb HAVE from 'possess' via a more general or bleached meaning to a necessity sense before to-infinitives. Problematic too is that both bleached HAVE (see (1)) and occasional necessity meanings were already present in Old English (cf. Fischer 1994), as seen in (2).
(Note that in (3)- (5), the meaning cannot be one of necessity, in contrast to (2)). The new semimodal construction with a regular necessity meaning is only firmly attested from Early Modern
English onwards, and not really common until the nineteenth century (Krug 2000:89-90) . A general problem in grammaticalization studies is that the investigation typically concentrates only on the construction that is changing and hence on the diachronic development, and not on the constructions that may provide support, i.e. the synchronic situation current at the time (cf. Noël 2012).
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( The questions that arise with respect to this particular grammaticalization scenario then are:
why were there such long time gaps between the various stages of the development (cf. Heine 1993:67: "grammaticalization is a continuous process that does not stop at a certain point"), why did HAVE-to develop a meaning of necessity rather than e.g. future (as could happen elsewhere), and why did it become a modal (semi-)auxiliary?
If grammaticalization pathways are seen as potentially universal (cf. Haspelmath 1989), and steered by deep universal cognitive mechanisms (cf. Heine 2014), 10 then why did similar source constructions in other related languages containing a verb like HAVE and an infinitive not undergo a similar development? In Dutch, for instance, the same cognate construction did not become a (semi-)auxiliary nor develop a consistent sense of necessity (Fischer 1994 , Van Steenis 2013 , its use being pretty much as it was in Old English. One of the reasons is that Dutch did not change into a consistent SVO language like English; SOV order remained the rule in subordinate finite and non-finite clauses. This meant that a fixed structural adjacency of the finite verb and the infinitive did not develop as a support construction for a (semi-)auxiliary status of the finite verb (cf. Fischer 1994 , and see below). In the Romance languages, which did become more strictly SVO, the cognates of Latin habere following an infinitive acquired future sense, which might also have been a possibility in English, cf. Yanovich (2013 Second, next to this increase in adjacency, there is a steep rise in Middle English of toinfinitives as a replacement for that-clauses, so that we see more and more patterns of VPs consisting of a verb followed by a to-infinitival complement. Manabe (1989: 21) shows that the ratio of to-infinitives to þaet-clauses in Old English is 20.1 per cent as against 79.9, whereas in the fourteenth century this has changed into 62.3 and 37.7 respectively, and in the fifteenth century to 72.5 and 27.5, almost a complete reversal (ibid.:165-6). Also of interest is the fact that the greatest increase occurs after the verbs of 'Cause-Allow' (92.7 per cent of infinitives), 'I know (that) you have (a) need to be whole (e.g. bodily sound)'
The analogical pattern with nede is crucial as a support, since it answers the question where the later, strong and fixed meaning of necessity comes from if it is not seen as the result of a unidirectional, construction-internal grammaticalization process as in the traditional explanation. The other support patterns mentioned above provided only formal similarities (both of a substantive and structural kind), their semantics always being 'weakly possessive' as in the Old English period.
The influence of HAVE+nede+to-infinitive on the grammaticalization of HAVE-to has to be seen in the light of yet other constructions with need, providing further analogical support. 
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Total of all nede constructions with inf. All three constructions in Table 3 may well have helped the semantic change, strengthening the notion of necessity, which plays a primary role in them. The fact that MUST with the adverb nedes occurs as a kind of fixed idiom (also in the presumably mixed form MUST nede, without the genitive adverbial -s)), both strongly conveying necessity, may in turn have influenced the interpretation of the form HAVE nede, making it look like a fixed phrase with a similar modal meaning.
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16 Exact word order of elements in the constructions is not indicated. Only combinations with nede(s) have been counted, other spellings (neod(e), need(e)) being rare. The form nede occurs in total 4442 times in the Corpus, of which at least 174 are verbs, leaving roughly 4268 nouns. This means that about 10 per cent of occurrences of the noun nede occur in the type of constructions collected in Table 3 . Also noteworthy is that the construction with HAVE+need is rare in Old English. Only 10 examples were found in the Dictionary of Old English corpus, only one of which has an infinitive, making it likely that it was indeed replacing an impersonal construction as argued here.
Interesting in this respect, too, are a few occurrences of MUST nede followed by a to-infinitive rather than the usual zero-infinitive (row (f) in Table 3 more clearly an 'internal need' on the part of the subject rather than some external need or necessity. The latter was typically the case in the impersonal construction, where the dative experiencer in the by now regular object position after the verb (due to the SOV> SVO change mentioned before) expresses an entity that is affected by external circumstances rather than one actively involved in it. This relates the impersonal structure (when accompanied by an infinitive, which is the more frequent pattern, see Table 4 ) more closely to necessity because when there is an external need on someone to do (infinitive) something, he, as it were, 'has to' do it. Hopper and Thompson (1980) , animacy is one of the parameters that increases the overall transitivity of the clause. What this shows is that with the loss of this impersonal (more external) nedeth and the rise of personal (more transitive) neden, a gap arose regarding the expression of external necessity. It is quite possible that this gap was filled by the development of HAVE-to into a modal semiauxiliary of (external) necessity. This was possible because the construction with HAVE-to already allowed occasional modal interpretations connoting necessity, and it was already a frequent combination with the noun nede (followed by a to-infinitive), which was likewise tinged with necessity. Note furthermore that HAVE-to when it occurs by itself without the noun nede, loses transitivity because there is no longer a NP object present. In fact the subject of HAVE-to can now be said to be without a theta-role, as is the case with passive and existential constructions which cannot assign a theta-role to their subject. 21 This weakens the involvement of the subject and hence strengthens the sense of external necessity.
Once HAVE-to became part of the modal auxiliary system, it could also develop a narrower semantic role within this closed system, in which there was no place for the looser kind of relational verb that it was before since it could no longer indicate any relation between a subject and an object, as it had before. No doubt other developments involving the core modals, in which they lost some 18 The order given in (a) (row 1) is the usual order, but the dative pronoun may also follow the verb. 19 Coordinate constructions are not counted because the case of the 'subject' is not clear in this case. 20 It is to be noted that the personal verb appears only in late Middle English, almost all instances in Table 4 coming from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The Table does not include the impersonal constructions with empty subjects (hit/there), of which there are many (adding, by the way, to the high number of constructions with infinitives), since the (dative) experiencer is usually missing here (this construction too disappears). 21 In generative linguistics, this is called 'Burzio's generalization': the observation that a verb can assign a theta (or semantic) role to its subject position if and only if it can assign an accusative case to its object. This pertains to passives and unaccusatives like the ice melted. Typical for both these categories is that the subject argument is not a semantic agent, which means that the syntactic subject does not actively initiate, or is not actively responsible for, the action of the verb. Similarly, the combination HAVE-to lacks an object and an 'active' subject. It is perhaps no accident that external or event-oriented necessity is often linked in language to impersonal, passive and existential constructions (cf. Payne 2011 , Ba 1995 , and various reviews in Hansen/de Haan 2009).
of their forms and functions (e.g. their inability to be used in the past tense,as a participle or infinitive) also contributed to the rise of HAVE-to as a modal semi-auxiliary because of its usefulness as a gap filler.
Finally, in connection with the historical link between impersonal neden and the development of HAVE (nede)-to (if indeed our story is correct), it is perhaps of interest to mention that the present-day semi-modals HAVE-to and NEED, unlike MUST, still share the lack of an authoritative voice (Coates 1983: 56) , and when used in the negative they both convey, again unlike MUST, that 'there is no necessity to do something', rather than that 'there is a necessity to not do something' (ibid.). In addition, the fact that HAVE-to allows "habitual aspect, while MUST does not" (ibid.) is also of interest because it may well be related to the fact that HAVE was also in use as a weak possessive in existential clauses.
The grammaticalization of as good as
By virtue of their function, Present-day English expressions such as a bit, as good as, far from, more or less or somewhat, can all be classified as degree modifiers. Despite their functional similarity, however, the expressions in question show only partly overlapping grammatical behaviour.
(12) below lists and illustrates some of the main grammatical slots in which degree modifiers are found. Focusing by way of example only on the five items listed above, one finds that all five can modify predicative adjectives, as in (i), but only far from, more or less and somewhat can modify attributive adjectives as well, as in (ii). While far from cannot modify finite verb forms, a bit, as good as, more or less and somewhat can, yet they do so occurring in different positions.
As good as always precedes the finite (lexical) verb, as in (iii), whereas more or less and somewhat can either precede or follow, as in (iv). Then there is a bit, which can only follow the verb.
When modifying a noun phrase, a bit and somewhat are linked to the noun phrase by of, as in (v), unlike far from, more or less and as good as, which directly precede the noun phrase, as in (vi).
The differences are summarized in Table 5 . Table 5 . Grammatical distribution of five degree modifiers.
If the net is cast wider to include more grammatical contexts and more degree modifiers -say, a lot, any, hardly, kind of, much, pretty, rather, some -differences only accumulate. In fact, on closer inspection, hardly any two degree modifiers can be found that have the same grammatical distribution.
Where, from a synchronic point of view, this situation is something of an embarrassment, a diachronic approach offers some hopes of disentangling the distributional chaos. Some of the differences are explained by the different lexical sources from which degree modifiers developed.
Take a bit as an example. A bit started out as a noun that initially meant 'a bite', hence 'a small morsel of food', underwent semantic generalization to indicate any small quantity, and eventually developed (among other things) into a degree modifier marking low degree (Traugott 2008; Claridge & Kytö 2014) . Knowing this, we can account for some of the grammatical behaviour a bit displays as a degree modifier. For instance, that a bit follows rather than precedes the verb it qualifies naturally reflects its use as direct object to transitive verbs when it was still a noun phrase -compare (13a-b). In other words, the syntactic versatility of the source item goes some way towards explaining the eventual distributional behaviour of the degree modifier.
(13) a.
She worried a bit if he had got back safely, but not enough to ask anyone if he had. However, if degree modifiers could extend to new grammatical contexts, they should eventually all end up with very similar, even identical, grammatical distributions. That this is not the case, implies that extension must be constrained. The construction conspiracy hypothesis may be able to account for these constraints.
To illustrate the role of supporting constructions, we consider here in some more detail the history of the degree modifier as good as and contrast it with that of two other degree modifiers, its near-synonym all but and its Dutch cognate zo goed als (all three are what Quirk et al. 1985: 597 call "approximators", meaning 'almost, virtually') . Not only do the three expressions have divergent histories, the emergent differences between them can be linked to distinct (i.e. itemspecific or language-specific) sets of supporting constructions.
From Late Middle English, as good as could be used as a degree modifier, as in (14a) How to account for the extensions in as good as and all but? Figure 1 proposes diachronic trajectories of extension for the two degree modifiers that are consistent with the available data. 26 For as good as the trajectory in Figure 1 is based on first attestations (as provided above). For all but, whose earliest history is less well documented, the trajectory is partly based on first attestations and partly inferred from the timing and pace of subsequent increases in usage frequencies (see De Smet 2012 However, this cannot suffice to explain the divergences between as good as and all but. To account for these we must take into account the broader constructional networks in which each item features. For a start, why did as good as extend to do-support and modal constructions before it appeared with finite verb forms, whereas all but took the opposite trajectory? There is evidence to suggest that, for as good as, extension to do-support contexts just happened to be supported by a range of additional patterns -all related to the degree modifier by more or less incidental lexical and syntactic correspondences. First, there was adverbial as good, meaning 'to the same effect'. The pattern had derived from a construction that had a bare or to-infinitive as postposed subject and an optional dative benefactive, as in (18a). It survived into Early Modern English, now with the benefactive reinterpreted as subject, but still with a bare or to-infinitive, as in (18b). (18) (20), where good was presumably a noun and the object of transitive do.
(20) one moment in hell will bee worse then all the pleasure in the world did good (1630, EEBOCorp1.0) All these were supporting constructions that could facilitate the extension of as good as into dosupport contexts. For lack of formal similarities, none of these supporting constructions were available to all but, whose trajectory of extension consequently took another course.
The other discrepancy between as good as and all but is harder to explain. Why did all but extend to attributive adjectives, while as good as never did? A (tentative) argument can be made, again relying on supporting constructions. All (as a quantifier) had always been felicitous as the first element of a noun phrase, and (as an intensifier) it could even occur following determiners, as in (21a). But could already precede attributive adjectives, as in (21b). Let us consider two areas of divergence, both showing how innovation is steered by existing synchronic structures. First, attributive adjectives and past participles can take much more elaborate premodification in Dutch than in English (which has to resort to postmodification to allow for the same complexity), as in (25a). This explains why zo goed als, unlike as good as, but like any other Dutch degree modifier, easily spread from predicative into attributive contexts, as in (25b).
27 The history of zo goed als is here described on the basis of the WNT quotation database, the self-compiled CHK (a newspaper corpus of 18th and 19th century Dutch based on the Historische Kranten Online archive), and the TNC (another large newspaper corpus covering Present-day Dutch).
